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Hello! This little boy's name is KIYAN.

But he has many other names.
Mama calls him LADDOO.
She says he is super sweet.

Daddy calls him VEDOO.
Daddy says he is funny.
Dadi calls him MEAOW MANI. She says his skin is soft like a cat's.
Dadu calls him BUNNY.
He says he can only see two teeth.
Ira didi calls him GUNDRU.

She says Kiyan is a little rascal.
Sahil bhaiya calls him CINDRU... don't know why!
But he says Kiyan throws tantrums!
But when Kiyan plays a prank and hides somewhere, they are ALL angry with him. And shout...

KIYAAAAAAAAN!
WHAT ARE YOUR PET NAMES?
This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.

What is your name?
(English)

Meet a little boy whose name is Kiyan. But he has many other names too. How many names do you have?